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Abstract We present high-resolution imaging results of crustal and upper mantle velocity discontinuities
across the Illinois Basin area using both common conversion point stacking and plane wave migration
methods applied to P wave receiver functions from the EarthScope Ozark, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky
experiment. The images reveal unusually thick crust (up to 62 km) throughout the central and southeastern
Illinois Basin area. A significant Moho gradient underlies the NW trending Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone, which
delineates the boundary between the Illinois Basin and Ozark Dome. Relatively thinner crust (<45 km)
underlies most of the Precambrian highlands surrounding the Illinois Basin and beneath the rift-related
structures of the Reelfoot Rift and the Rough Creek Graben. We consider four hypotheses to explain the
presence of thick crust under the central and southeastern Illinois Basin. Crustal thickening may have been
produced (1) prior to its accretion to North America around 1.55 Ga and is an inherited characteristic of this
crustal province; (2) by underthrusting or shortening during Proterozoic convergent margin tectonics
around 1.55–1.35 Ga; (3) by Late Precambrian magmatic underplating at the base of older crust, associated
with the creation of the Eastern Granite-Rhyolite Province around 1.3 Ga; and (4) through crustal
“relamination” during an episode of Proterozoic flat-slab subduction beneath the Illinois Basin, possibly
associated with the Grenville Orogeny.

1. Introduction

The North American craton is the portion of the North American continent that has not undergone penetra-
tive deformation and metamorphism since the end of the Latest Precambrian to Early Cambrian rifting
events. This craton includes the Canadian Shield, where broad areas of Precambrian igneous and meta-
morphic rocks are exposed at the Earth’s surface, and the cratonic platform, on which a cover of minimally
deformed Phanerozoic sedimentary strata overlies the Precambrian basement complex. This complex is
composed of Archean lithosphere blocks that were sutured to each other during Paleoproterozoic collisional
orogenies, as well as broad Yavapai (1.8 to 1.7 Ga) and Mazatzal (1.65 to 1.6 Ga) provinces that were accreted
onto the southeastern margin of the continent [Hoffman, 1988;Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007] (Figure 1 and
Table 1). A large part of the area underlain by these orogenic belts was affected by a 1.55 to 1.35 Ga interval of
felsic intrusion and extrusion, which yielded the Eastern Granite-Rhyolite Province (EGRP). The poorly known
Picuris Orogeny (1.55 to 1.35 Ga) may also have deformed and/or added crust to this region [Daniel et al.,
2013]. A distinct NE trending boundary, known as the Nd-line, separates crust containing pre-1.6 Ga juvenile
components to the northwest, from crust containing post-1.6 Ga juvenile components to the southeast
[Bickford et al., 2015, 1986]. At about 1.1 Ga, the Grenville Orogeny, a major continental collision, resulted
in the accretion of additional lithospheric material onto the eastern and southern parts of the continent. At
various times during the Late Proterozoic, thick accumulations of sediments and/or volcanics spread across
portions of the craton. Additionally, localized rifting events produced basement penetrating faults, allowing
for the preservation of sediments and volcanics in narrow troughs. The largest of these, the Midcontinent Rift,
has a length of over 1300 km [Stein et al., 2016].
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The North American craton, however, has not acted like a fully rigid block in the Phanerozoic. It underwent
notable deformation during the Late Neoproterozoic and through the Phanerozoic in the form of regional-
scale intracratonic basins, domes, and arches, as well as by displacements in local fault-and-fold zones
[Marshak and Paulsen, 1996, 1997; McBride and Nelson, 1999]. Some fold-and-fault zones of the cratonic plat-
form remain active today, as manifested by contemporary Midcontinent seismicity [Stein and Liu, 2009].
Evolution of cratonic basins, such as the Illinois, Michigan, and Williston Basins, has been linked with
larger-scale rifting and other orogenic events [Heidlauf et al., 1986; Klein and Hsui, 1987a, 1987b]. This paper
provides new results focusing on the deep crustal structure of the Illinois Basin and surrounding area that

Figure 1. Physiographic provinces of the central and eastern United States highlighting the major structural units in our
study area centering on the Illinois Basin. Span of the tectonic provinces are based on Marshak et al. [2017]. Locations of
the domes and arches surrounding the Illinois Basin are plotted after Nelson and Marshak [1996]. Outline of the Illinois Basin
is modified after Buschbach and Kolata [1999]. The Eastern Granite-Rhyolite Province is shown as shaded light blue area
after Bickford et al. [2015]. THO = Trans-Hudson Orogeny, OD = Ozark Dome, ND = Nashville Dome, IB = Illinois Basin,
MB = Michigan Basin.

Table 1. Timeline of Major Tectonic Events in the Central and Eastern North American Continent From Meso-Proterozoic to Paleozoic Eras Extracted After
Whitmeyer and Karlstrom [2007] and Hatcher [2010]

Time Frame (Ga) Major Events Major Resultant Structures

1.65–1.6 Development of Mazatzal Orogeny Mazatzal Province
1.55–1.35 Meso-Proterozoic tectonic events including magmatism,

metamorphism, and deformation (e.g., Picuris Orogeny)
Granite-Rhyolite Province, Nd-line

1.3–1.09 Grenville tectonism (final assembly of Rodinia): intracratonic
extension and voluminous mafic magmatism

Eastern Granite-Rhyolite Province, Grenville
Province, Midcontinent Rift

0.78–0.68 Early breakup of Rodinia at its west coast Western breakup rifts
0.62–0.55 Main phase of Rodinia breakup along its eastern margin Rome Trough
0.55–0.535 Final phase breakup of Rodinia with detachment of the Argentine

Precordillera: formation of the midcontinent failed rift arms
Reelfoot Rift, Oklahoma Aulacogen

0.49–0.26 Appalachian orogenic events Appalachians
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offer insights on the assembly of the North America Midcontinent during the Late Proterozoic Era and pos-
sible constraints on present-day reactivation of these inherited structures.

The Illinois Basin is defined as a NNW trending elliptical depression covering about 155,000 km2 in parts of
Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky [Buschbach and Kolata, 1991] (Figures 1 and 2). The basement beneath the
Illinois Basin consists of rocks of the EGRP that presumably overlie older crust accreted during the Mazatzal
and/or Picuris orogenies (Figure 1 and Table 1) [Bickford et al., 2015; Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007]. The
Nd-line, as the boundary separating the Mazatzal Province to the northwest to the younger juvenile crust
to the southeast, referred to as post-Mazatzal terrane for easy description, cuts diagonally across the central
part of the basin (Figure 1). Neoproterozoic stratified rocks locally overlie portions of the Granite-Rhyolite
basement, but their distribution has not been extensively documented or sampled [Baranoski et al., 2009;
Drahovzal et al., 1992]. Most of the basin fill consists of Cambrian through Pennsylvanian strata deposited
as the basin subsided, in pulses, during the Paleozoic. Initially, the basin was open to the south, but growth
of the NW trending Pascola Arch at the end of the Paleozoic uplifted the southern boundary of the basin,
separating the Illinois Basin from theMississippi Embayment to the south. The basin is bounded on the south-
west by the Ozark Dome, on the west by the Northeastern Missouri Arch, on the northeast by the Kankakee
Arch, and on the east by the Cincinnati Arch (Figure 1). The depth to the Precambrian basement in this area
varies dramatically [Domrois et al., 2015; Marshak et al., 2017].

For decades, researchers have worked to characterize the deep structure beneath this intracratonic basin and
to improve understanding of adjoining arches and domes. Active source seismic surveys have outlined first-
order structures of the Precambrian basement [Pratt et al., 1989, 1992] and some of the Paleozoic sequences
[Duchek et al., 2004; McBride et al., 2003, 2007; McBride and Nelson, 1999; Okure and McBride, 2006] in the
southern Illinois Basin. Hildenbrand et al. [1996] investigated the northwest trending Missouri gravity low
(Figure S1a in the supporting information) and proposed the existence of a series of thick, low-density bath-
oliths in the underlying crust, which may be the manifestations of a mantle plume during Late Precambrian
time that heated the crust. McBride et al. [2003] observed seismic reflectors overlying the Proterozoic EGRP
below the Paleozoic cover in the central-eastern Illinois. They interpreted these reflector sequences as the
remnants of a Proterozoic rhyolitic caldera complex and/or rift episode related to the original thermal event
that produced the Granite-Rhyolite Province. Bedle and van der Lee [2006] imaged the upper mantle struc-
ture using surface waves from local earthquakes recorded by regional seismic stations. They proposed a fos-
silized flat-slab subduction in the uppermost mantle below about 90 km beneath the Illinois Basin. Shear
velocities have revealed heterogeneities beneath the Illinois Basin area [Chen et al., 2016; Chu and
Helmberger, 2014; Pollitz and Mooney, 2016]. Shen and Ritzwoller [2016] and McGlannan and Gilbert [2016]
all observed relatively thick crust in the broad southern Illinois Basin area. In addition, wide-angle seismic
reflection and refraction studies have imaged a high-velocity layer at the bottom of the crust in the
Reelfoot Rift region [Nelson and Zhang, 1991], interpreted as evidence of lower crust magmatic underplating
that may be associated with the rifting process. These studies have provided useful information on primary
crustal velocity structure beneath the midcontinent in our study area. This paper adds to that body of
knowledge by revealing previously unknown, higher-resolution details of the geometry of the crust-
mantle boundary.

The present-day structural relief of the basin is manifested by the configuration of the contact between
Precambrian basement and overlying Phanerozoic strata (the Great Unconformity). This contact lies at an
elevation of up to 500 m above sea level in the Ozark Dome region, but at a depth of >7 km in the Rough
Creek Graben region at the southeastern end of the basin [Bayley et al., 1968; Domrois et al., 2015; Marshak
et al., 2017]. Thus, there is more than 7.5 km of relief on this surface between the deepest point in the
Illinois Basin and the highest point on the adjoining Ozark Dome (Figure 2). The Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone
(SGFZ), a major northwest trending fault system located in southwestern Illinois and eastern Missouri
[Marshak and Paulsen, 1996, 1997; Nelson, 1995], forms the southwest boundary of the basin. This fault zone
has been mapped for approximately 190 km along strike from the northeastern flank of the Ozark Dome in
southeastern Missouri into southwestern Illinois [Harrison and Schultz, 2002; Nelson and Lumm, 1985]. Nelson
and Lumm [1985] argue that these faults underwent two major episodes of faulting activity in Late Devonian
and in Latest Mississippian through Early Pennsylvanian time. They suggested a mechanism of vertical
upthrusting of the basement for the Carboniferous faulting with a nearly vertical master fault at depth
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penetrating the entire crust. Although there is no evidence that Quaternary strata have been displaced, Yang
et al. [2014], with the Ozark, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky (OIINK) array data, have documented small
earthquakes in the regions around this fault zone, with elevated seismicity levels relative to the
surrounding area. However, the lack of information about the deep structure beneath this fault zone has
limited our understanding of the formation and evolution of the SGFZ and its relationship with the
evolution of the Illinois Basin.

It has long been recognized that the Rough Creek Graben is intimately linked to the Reelfoot Rift [Braile et al.,
1982a, 1986, 1982b; Hildenbrand and Hendricks, 1995; Liang and Langston, 2009]. Braile et al. [1982a, 1982b,
1986] used seismicity, seismic reflection profiles, and potential field data to argue for the existence of a
three-armed rift structure linked to the Reelfoot Rift. They labeled the two other arms, besides the well-
defined Rough Creek Graben, as the “St. Louis Arm” and the “Indiana Arm.” The proposed St. Louis Arm

Figure 2. Map of study area showing location of seismic stations. (a) OIINK study area and (b) the CUS regional control area.
The solid box in Figure 2b outlines the OIINK study area as mapped in Figure 2a. OIINK flexible array stations are shown as
triangles, while stations from other regional seismic networks are shown as crosses. Elevation data of the Great
Unconformity is from Domrois et al. [2015] andMarshak et al. [2017]. This same surface is displayed in a 3-D visualization in
Movies S1 and S2. Fault trace data are from Hickman [2011]. Outline of the Illinois Basin is shown as thick white line after
Buschbach and Kolata [1991], defined as the�500 feet contour on top of the Ottawa Supergroup through southern Illinois,
Kentucky, and Indiana and the erosional edge of Pennsylvanian strata in northern and western Illinois [Buschbach and
Kolata, 1991]. 1 = Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone (SGFZ), 2 = Du QuoinMonocline (DQM), 3 = Cottage Grove Fault System (CGFS),
4 = La Salle Anticlinal Belt (LSAB), 5 = Wabash Valley Fault System (WVFS), 6 = Rough Creek-Shawneetown Fault System,
7 = Pennyrile Fault. Abbreviations of structures: MEB = Mississippi Embayment (outlined by the thin dashed line),
SS = Sparta Shelf, FB = Fairfield Basin, GFTZ = Grenville Front Tectonic Zone, San. Arch = Sangamon Arch.
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follows the trend of the Mississippi River between Missouri and Illinois, coincident with the SGFZ. The Indiana
Arm was extrapolated to underlie the Wabash Valley Fault System in southern Indiana. However, subsequent
studies of crustal structures [Catchings, 1999; Pratt et al., 1989; René and Stanonis, 1995] and seismicity have
made existence of this three-armed rift structure debatable [Pavlis et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2014]. This paper
addresses this debate through high-resolution images of crustal velocity discontinuities associated with
these structures.

This study of the Illinois Basin and the regions around it benefits from the newly available data of the Ozark,
Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky (OIINK) EarthScope Flexible Array experiment [Chen et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
2014]. This paper builds upon a recent study by McGlannan and Gilbert [2016] that used P wave receiver
functions from the EarthScope Transportable Array (TA) to produce a regional map of the crust-mantle
boundary similar to the one presented here. We extend their result significantly, however, by using newer
and denser data from the OIINK flexible array, combined with a higher-resolution imaging technique, to pro-
duce significantly higher-resolution images than feasible with the TA data alone. The primary purpose of this
paper is to document the new imaging results from the OIINK experiment in combination with consistently
processed TA data. These results provide new insights on the geometry of the crustal velocity discontinuities
in this region and, therefore, characterize variations in crustal thickness. These new results have important
implications on the tectonic history of the North America Midcontinent in general and the Illinois Basin
in particular.

2. Data and Method
2.1. Teleseismic P Wave Receiver Functions

Figure 2 shows the locations of the seismic stations that provided data for this study. It illustrates the signifi-
cant difference in sampling density provided by the OIINK stations (Figure 2a) when compared to the
regional-scale coverage provided by other TA stations (Figure 2b). To handle this mixed resolution, we
processed these data on two scales. Within the footprint of the OIINK experiment (the map area of
Figure 2a), data fromOIINK flexible array stations were combined with data from additional regional networks
within the larger Central United States (CUS) region. The seismic stations in the OIINK study area includes 143
OIINK stations, 80 TA stations, eight Cooperative New Madrid Seismic Network stations, and three stations
from the Global Seismographic Network (GSN). The average station spacing of the OIINK Flexible Array is
about 25 km, while the average station spacing of the TA is about 70 km. Other regional stations are
irregularly distributed. For the CUS study area (Figure 2b), we used data from 314 stations consisting of
302 USArray TA stations, eight United States National Seismic Network stations, three GSN stations, and
one station from the network of Portable Observatories for Lithospheric Analysis and Research
Investigating Seismicity. We emphasize that we intentionally did not mix the higher-density data comprising
the OIINK image with the regional-scale data for the CUS image. We did this to provide more uniform resolu-
tion for the CUS image.

We define events in this study as teleseismic earthquakes with a great circle distance between 30° and 95°
from the center of the OIINK flexible array (at 38°N, 88.5°W). The OIINK waveform data are from 3137 teleseis-
mic events that occurred between 1 February 2011 and 26 October 2015 with magnitudes ≥5.0 (Figure 3a).
We selected waveform segments for processing from computed P arrival time based on the IASP91 Earth
model [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991]. We assembled the CUS waveform data from 4545 earthquakes that
occurred between February 2010 and March 2014 (Figure 3d). We utilized only the seismograms with first
arrival picks for these earthquakes measured by the USArray Array Network Facility. This data set includes
waveforms mainly from events greater than magnitude about 5.0 with workable signals.

We estimated 179,244 and 291,020 three-component P wave receiver functions for the OIINK and CUS data
sets, respectively. The receiver functions were estimated with the generalized iterative deconvolution
method of Wang and Pavlis [2016]. All receiver function estimates have lengths of 150 s (30 s before to
120 s after the direct P arrival). We filtered the data using Butterworth band-pass filters of 0.2 Hz–5 Hz for
OIINK data and 0.02 Hz–5 Hz for CUS data. For the OIINK data, we found that using a higher lower corner
frequency (0.2 Hz) improved data quality. Table S1 in the supporting information lists the major parameters
used in deconvolution for these two data sets, highlighting the parameters with different values. Text S1 in
the supporting information documents details of the preprocessing procedures, including automated
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quality control using RFeditor by Yang et al. [2016] (Figures 3b and 3e), source-side stacking (Figures 3c and
3f), static corrections (Figures S1 and S2), and pseudostation stacking (Figure S3). For static corrections, we
built the static model using a 3-D basin-scale sediment thickness model from Ellett and Naylor [2016], with
constant velocities assigned to each formation (Table S3).

2.2. Migration Imaging

For the OIINK study area, we conducted both plane wave migration (PWMIG) and common conversion point
(CCP) stacking for cross-validation. The CCP stacking technique utilized in this study is a special case of the full
3-D PWMIG algorithm by Pavlis [2011b] using only the central P-to-S converted wavefield satisfying Snell’s law
for seismic ray propagation, instead of the full 3-D scatteredwavefield. For brevity, we include only the PWMIG
results in this paper for the OIINK region. See Yang [2016] for comparison with the CCP stacking results. The
PWMIG processing used an 11 × 11 rectangular slowness grid centered on the incident wave slowness com-
puted by IASP91 [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] from �0.05 s/km to 0.05 s/km with spacing of 0.01 s/km. We
applied a top mute operator to the data to remove the incident wavefield, following Poppeliers and Pavlis
[2003] and Pavlis [2011b]. For the CUS study area, we only conducted CCP stacking. The relatively large station
spacing of about 70 km compared to the Moho depth creates excessive smoothing with PWMIG that
degraded rather than improved the resolution of the results. We used the 3-D shear velocity model for the
Central U.S. from Chen et al. [2016] as the migration model for both the OIINK and CUS data sets.

3. Results

Wemanually picked the velocity discontinuities shown in this study using Schlumberger’s seismic interpreta-
tion package, Petrel, with assistance from its automated surface-tracking feature. Figure S4 shows the
medians of the fold counts, which we define as the number of composite earthquakes shown in Figures 3c
and 3f contributing to the image points, within ±2 km around the Moho surfaces determined from the

Figure 3. Epicenters of the teleseismic events in (a–c) OIINK data set and in (d–f) CUS data set, colored by source depths.
Figures 3a and 3d show the events in the raw data sets, Figures 3b and 3e are the events after removing low-quality data
through quality control using the method of Yang et al. [2016], and Figures 3c and 3f are the composite earthquakes after
applying source-side stacking following Pavlis [2011a].
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imaging results. In general, except for the edges, the median fold counts for all data sets are higher than 15.
We emphasize that the total number of seismograms contributing to each cell is, in all cases, significantly
higher than this metric because composite earthquakes are stacks of multiple events from the same source
region. Movies S1 and S2 in the supporting information show vertical profiles slicing through the image
volumes from the OIINK PWMIG (Movie S1 and Data Set S1 in the supporting information for Moho data)
and the CUS CCP stacking (Movie S2 and Data Set S2 for Moho data) results. Readers are encouraged to exam-
ine these animations to appraise the validity of our interpretations (see Text S2 for details).

3.1. Moho Depth

Depth and amplitude variations of the Moho and other crustal velocity discontinuities are significant indica-
tors of the tectonic history of the lithosphere in a given region [Chulick and Mooney, 2002; Gorman et al., 2002;
Lekic et al., 2011; McGlannan and Gilbert, 2016; Parker et al., 2013, 2015; Rumpfhuber et al., 2009; Shen and
Ritzwoller, 2016; Zheng et al., 2015]. Figure 4a shows the depth of the Moho within the OIINK study area.
Figure 4b shows the depth of the discontinuity in the broader CUS region. The reader can see the relationship
of this surface to the full 3-D image volumes by viewing Movies S1 and S2. In general, the interpreted Moho
surface is unusually deep (50 to 60+ km) in comparison to results of previous estimates (40 km to 45 km)
derived from seismic reflection and refraction studies [Catchings, 1999; Mooney et al., 1983; Okure and
McBride, 2006]. The results are similar, however, to the Moho depths of 45 to 55 km obtained by
McGlannan and Gilbert [2016] using similar receiver function methods.

In the Ozark Dome region, the Moho surface is relatively shallow with a depth of around 45 km (Figures 4a
and 4b), although this is significantly deeper than the average depth of about 36.1 ± 9 km for continental
North America given by Braile et al. [1989]. The relatively shallower Moho in the Ozark region is a localized
feature surrounded by a deeper Moho at its flanks (Figure 4b). In particular, the Sparta Shelf region east of
the city of St. Louis, Missouri, has an extremely deep Moho with a depth of 57 to 62 km below sea level
(Figures 4a and 4b). The transition from the Ozark Dome to the Sparta Shelf is defined by an abrupt boundary
at the Moho interface located about 50 km to 70 km southwest of the SGFZ (Figure 4c), which lies roughly
parallel to the Mississippi River. The deep Moho feature in the Sparta Shelf region terminates at the
Sangamon Arch to the north and the Du Quoin Monocline to the east (Figures 4b and 4e). The Du Quoin
Monocline defines the structural boundary between the Sparta Shelf and the Fairfield Basin. Beneath the
Sparta Shelf region, there is a strong signal in the lower crust at a depth of about 30 km to 35 km
(Figures 4e, 5b, and 5c). This signal extends about 70 km in the N-S direction (Figures 4e and 5c) and about
150 km in the NW-SE direction (Figure 5b), though it is not well imaged in the OIINK PWMIG result (Figure 4c).
In addition, we notice a strong sub-Moho signal below the northwestern Illinois Basin to the north of the
Sangamon Arch (Figures 4e, 4f, and 5c) and to the west of the La Salle Anticlinal Belt. This signal extends
about 100 km to 120 km in a N-S direction and about 150 km to 200 km in an E-W direction (Figure 4b).

In the Rough Creek Graben area, the Moho depth is similar to that in the Ozark Dome region (Figure 4a). The
Moho surface to the south of the Rough Creek Graben is also deeper than that within the graben (Figures 4b
and 4g), although the surface is highly smoothed due to the large station spacing (about 70 km) in the CUS
data set relative to the size of the Rough Creek Graben. The relatively shallow Moho in this region is confined
within the rift zone with a relatively deeper Moho in areas flanking the rift proper (Figures 4b and 4g).

In summary, a relatively deep Moho dominates much of the Illinois Basin southeast of the Nd-line except for
the Rough Creek Graben area (Figure 4b). The Moho reaches its maximum depth at the Sparta Shelf
(Figures 4a and 4b). This region of deep Moho is bounded by the Pascola Arch to the southwest, the
Grenville Front Tectonic Zone and the Appalachians to the southeast, the Kankakee Arch to the northeast,
the Sangamon Arch and the La Salle Anticlinal Belt to the northwest, and the SGFZ to the west (Figure 4b).
The Moho surface north of the Sangamon Arch is about the same depth as the Moho outside the Illinois
Basin. Beneath the Ozark Dome away from its summit, the Moho interface is relatively flat in the SW-NE direc-
tion (Figure 4c), while dipping slightly to the W-NW (<1.5°) (Figure 5a), representing a thickened lower crust
beneath the Nd-line.

3.2. Crustal Thickness

To analyze the dynamic processes associated with the variation of crustal thickness, it is helpful to isolate the
crystalline crust from the overlying thick Phanerozoic sediments in the Illinois Basin. We derived the thickness
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Figure 4. Moho depth maps from (a) OIINK PWMIG result and (b) CUS CCP stacking result. (c–g) Selected cross sections at
locations shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The bin sizes for OIINK cross sections and for CUS cross sections are 5 km and 15 km,
respectively. The red line in each cross section is the picked Moho surface. The green dashed lines are interpreted but not
mapped crustal discontinuities. Structures shown are simplified from Figure 2. See Figure 2 for names (abbreviations) and
locations of other major structures.
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of the crystalline crust in the OIINK and the CUS study areas (Figure 6) by subtracting the thickness of the
Phanerozoic sediments, defined by depth of the Great Unconformity (see Figure 2), from the Moho depths
(Figures 4a and 4b). For the rest of this paper we refer to “crustal thickness” as the thickness of crystalline
crust defined by the isopach maps in Figure 6, distinguished from the Moho depths shown in Figures 4a
and 4b.

The crustal thickness in the central Ozark Dome area is slightly less than that on its flanks (Figure 6), though
comparable with the regional thickness (~40 km to 45 km) outside the Illinois Basin. From the Ozark Dome to
the Sparta Shelf, the crust thickens drastically across the SGFZ, which is approximately parallel to the large
gradient in crustal thickness. The Sparta Shelf region, with extremely deep Moho (57–62 km), is also charac-
terized by localized thick crust (Figure 6). From the Sparta Shelf to the Fairfield Basin, variation of the crustal
thickness follows the same pattern as that of the Moho elevation (Figures 4a and 4b).

The crustal thickness in the Rough Creek Graben region is about 35 km to 38 km. Compared to the
surrounding areas, this thinner crust is confined within the rift zone and is bounded by the major faults in

Figure 5. Selected regional cross sections of the CUS CCP stacking result. See the inset map for profile locations (see Figure 4b for names of major structures). (a, b,
and d) There is a 2.5 times vertical exaggeration for cross sections. (c) The vertical exaggeration is 1.5 times.
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its northern and southern flanks (Figure 6a). The result from CUS CCP stacking shows the same pattern with
dramatically thinner crystalline crust within the rift zone and thicker crust flanking it (Figure 6b), highlighting
the crustal thinning beneath the rifting structure compared to the Moho depth map (Figure 4b). The crustal
structure beneath the Rough Creek Graben is similar to that beneath the La Salle Anticlinal Belt (Figures 4f
and 4g).

Overall, the crystalline crust in the central and southeastern Illinois Basin is relatively thick in comparison to
the surrounding regions, except for the regions around the Rough Creek Graben and west of the La Salle
Anticlinal Belt, where we observe highly localized, relatively shallow Moho and thin crust. The crust is the
thickest in the Sparta Shelf region, similar to the patterns observed in the Moho depth maps (Figure 4),
bounded by three major cratonic structures: the Du Quoin Monocline to the east, the Sangamon Arch to
the north, and the Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone to the southwest. Although the thick crust in the Sparta Shelf
region appears to extend further southwest parallel to the surface trace of the Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone,
the scale of this extension is comparable to the width of the Fresnel zone (Figure S3), and thus cannot be
distinguished from a crustal thickness gradient coincident with the SGFZ.

3.3. Scattering Amplitudes

Scattering amplitudes are indicators of the velocity and/or density contrast across discontinuities. Values of
the amplitudes of the receiver functions computed by the generalized iterative deconvolution [Wang and

Figure 6. Derived isopachs of the crystalline crust (a) from the OIINK PWMIGMohomap and (b) the CUS CCP stackingMoho
map. See Figures 2 and 4 for names and abbreviations of major structures.
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Pavlis, 2016] are normalized amplitudes relative to the vertical component P wave. In this study, we use a
power law gain function in depth with power of 1.4 to scale the scattering amplitudes (Text S3). In
addition, we define T-ratio, or Tratio, as the ratio of the amplitude of the total amplitude (Text S3).

The variation in P-to-S conversion amplitudes along a discontinuity reflects the variation of changes in wave
speeds and density across the boundary. Figure 7 illustrates the P-to-S conversion amplitudes along the

Figure 7. P-to-S conversion amplitudes at the Moho surface on (a and b) radial and (c) transverse components and the (d)
T-ratiomap from the OIINK PWMIG result. Figures 7a and 7b show the same information, but Figure 7a is scaled tomaximize
contrast while Figure 7b uses the same scale as Figure 7c to demonstrate variations in transverse amplitudes relative to
radial. See Figures 2 and 4 for structure names and abbreviations.
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picked Moho surface from the image volume of OIINK PWMIG. Considering the relatively poor amplitude
recovery using CUS data, as we show in the next section, and for brevity, the CUS CCP stacking amplitudes
are shown in Figure S5. The amplitude range of radial components is roughly �15 dB to +15 dB for
both results.

The steeply dipping Moho transition zone between the Ozark Dome and the Sparta Shelf has relatively low
radial amplitudes (Figures 7a and 7b). Simulation results (Texts S4 and S5) suggest that where steep velocity
discontinuity surfaces are present amplitudes are commonly underestimated. This problem is more prevalent
with CCP stacking compared to PWMIG [Pavlis and Wang, 2015]. Amplitudes of the transverse components
(Figure 7c) are generally much lower and show stronger spatial variations than those of the radial compo-
nents. The Tratio map shows high anomalies along zones with steeply dipping Moho surface (Figure 7d).
Dipping velocity interfaces produce azimuth-dependent amplitudes for seismic phases [Schulte-Pelkum
andMahan, 2014]. This results in relatively lower amplitudes along the direction closer to the strike of the dip-
ping interface and is the likely reason for high Tratio in these areas. Stacking-based seismic imaging methods
provide average amplitudes for each image point which suppresses the azimuthal amplitude variation for
each receiver. Therefore, the low radial amplitudes and increased transverse amplitudes are additional evi-
dence that the steeply dipping Moho we infer in this area is real.

In the Sparta Shelf region, the amplitudes are relatively low compared to the surrounding regions such as the
Fairfield Basin between the Du Quoin Monocline and the Wabash Valley Fault System (Figures 7 and S5).
Although the amplitudes of transverse components are slightly higher in the Sparta Shelf region than the
adjacent regions, the total scattered energy in this region is still lower than in surrounding regions (the
map is not shown for brevity).

The overall amplitudes within the Rough Creek Graben are high and are similar to those in the Fairfield Basin
area. We observe generally high conversion amplitudes in the region to the east of the Rough Creek Graben
(Figure 7). This is not imaged very well in the CUS result (Figure S5) mainly due to the lower amplitude resolu-
tion in that result, as we demonstrate in the next section. As with the transitional zone between the Ozark
Dome and the Sparta Shelf, the dramatic drop in the Moho elevation along the eastern edge of the Rough
Creek Graben correlates with a region of relatively high T-ratios (Figure 7d).

4. Resolution Analyses

The imaging method we are using is a form of migration inversion [Pavlis, 2011b]. As with any inversion
procedure, a critical component of the validation process is error appraisal. We applied the general method
for appraising errors introduced by Liu and Pavlis [2013] to assess the resolving power of the results discussed
above. The key concept is to produce a synthetic data set with the same recording geometry as the original
data but computed from a known model. These synthetics are processed with exactly the same processing
flow as the data. We generate synthetics from irregular surfaces by using a summation of point sources
[Liu and Pavlis, 2013].

Checkerboard tests are a common tool used to appraise resolution in seismic tomography. In Text S4, we
show the result of a similar concept, but with the checkerboard defined by a sinusoidal oscillation/surface
around a constant depth Moho. The surface is approximated by point-source scatters on a regular grid
[Liu and Pavlis, 2013]. We argue that the test results shown in Figures S6–S11 demonstrate the following
key points: (1) OIINK imaging can accurately recover topography with dips up to around 20° and with
horizontal scales larger than about 60 km (Figure S7). (2) The CUS data can resolve features on the order
of 200 km and larger, but offsets in the Moho, like those parallel to the Mississippi River and on the edge
of the Rough Creek Graben, are not resolvable with the CUS data alone (Figure S8). (3) The OIINK imaging
can recover amplitudes with a range of about 12 dB (a factor of 4) (Figures S9–S11). (4) The CUS CCP
stacking solution has an amplitude range of around 24 dB (a factor of 16). Amplitude variations in the
OIINK image larger than around 10 dB are likely real. Amplitudes in the CUS image are subject to large
errors where the Moho is dipping more than a few degrees across distance scales comparable to the
TA station spacing of 70 km. When the Moho is flat the amplitudes are well recovered, though smoothed.
As a result, we only show the amplitude results for the OIINK PWMIG solution, whereas simulations indi-
cate that the CUS CCP amplitudes are unreliable.
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In Text S5, starting with a representation of the estimated Moho topography, we verify how well we can
recover that model in both topography and amplitude variations (Figures S12–S14). In addition, we have
conducted detailed analyses of the impacts of sediments on our imaging results (Appendix A1) and the relia-
bility of our Moho model (Appendix A2). These tests show that we can recover all of the major Moho varia-
tions with a depth uncertainty of about 2–3 km.

5. Discussion
5.1. Crustal Geometry of the Illinois Basin

Among themost unexpected observations is the thickness of the crust, which averages ~50 km, ranging from
just over 40 km near the basin margins to as much as 62 km beneath the Sparta Shelf region. A thickness of
30–35 km is commonly presented as an average for continental crust globally. However, Hacker et al. [2015]
have shown the global average for cratons to be ~40 km. The very thick crust we observe under the Illinois
Basin is surprising, but not unprecedented. A 50 to 61 km thick crust was observed in the Proterozoic shield of
central Australia by Clitheroe et al. [2000] and was attributed to underplating beneath it. Wright et al. [2004]
estimated Moho depths of up to about 44 km to 51 km beneath the Kaapvaal craton in southern Africa that
they also attributed to underplating. Yu et al. [2012] imaged the Moho at depths up to 60 km beneath the
eastern Ordos Plateau in the north China craton and proposed that thick mafic lower crust helps maintain
crustal isostasy. In the North American continent, Gorman et al. [2002] and Rumpfhuber et al. [2009] observed
up to 55 km to 60 km thick crust, which they interpreted to have resulted from the addition of thick mafic
lower crust, beneath the Wyoming craton, which terminates north of the Cheyenne Belt at latitude 42°N near
the Rocky Mountain Front.

The large variations in crustal thickness are a particularly notable feature of our study area, given that this
variation exists under an area with relatively little topographic relief. Specifically, there is only ~300 m of ele-
vation difference between the highest point of the Ozark Dome in Missouri and the land surface over most of
the Illinois Basin in Illinois. Comparison of the Moho depth map (Figures 4a and 4b) to topography of the
Great Unconformity (the Precambrian/Paleozoic contact) [Marshak et al., 2017] throughout the study area
(Figure 2 and Movies S1 and S2) emphasizes that the depth variation in the Moho greatly exceeds that of
the Great Unconformity. Thus, variation in Moho depth cannot simply be a consequence of downwarping
of the crust during subsidence of the Illinois Basin. On the other hand, it is clear that the limits of the region
of thicker crust partially coincide with the boundaries of the Illinois Basin (Figure 4b). Specifically, the
southwest boundary lies along the NW trending boundary between the Ozark Dome and Illinois Basin, a
feature that is delineated at the ground surface by the SGFZ [DeLucia et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2014]. The
northeastern limit of thickened crust aligns with the southeastern edge of the Kankakee Arch, the
northwestern limit coincides with the Nd-line defined by Bickford et al. [2015], and the southeastern edge
parallels with the projected trace of the Grenville Front. These relationships imply that the presence of thicker
crust may have influenced tectonic movements of the crust during episodes of cratonic basin subsidence and
cratonic arch/dome uplift that took place during the Paleozoic.

5.2. Crustal Structure Associated With the Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone

The most profound crustal-scale structure inferred from this study is the dramatic offset of the Moho surface,
up to 10 km, along the Missouri-Illinois border and the Mississippi River. This offset is spatially coincident with
the SGFZ, suggesting that this fault zone is a surface manifestation of a profound crustal boundary connect-
ing contrasting deep lithospheric structures on its two flanks. This offset of the Moho surface across the SGFZ
occurs over a lateral distance of about 70–100 km (Figures 4a–4c). Resolution tests suggest that this offset is
indistinguishable from a pure step. While the offset is also coincident with the steepest gradient in sediment
thickness in the Illinois Basin, the Phanerozoic sediment thickness only increases by approximately 3 km
eastward across this boundary (Figure S1b). There are two ways to explain the mismatch between the offset
of the Moho surface and the thickness of the Phanerozoic sediments: (1) the Moho offset predates the
subsidence of the Illinois Basin, which was focused along an existing zone of weakness, or (2) some process
during the Late Precambrian to Early Cambrian rifting event, which produced the Reelfoot Rift and Rough
Creek Graben, may have thickened the crust during rifting. In the next section, we argue that the latter
is unlikely.
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5.3. Rough Creek Graben-Reelfoot Rift Structure and Timing

The basement structure map in Figure 2, derived from the synthesis of decades of data collected by U.S.
Geological Survey, state geologic surveys, and others, affirms the physical connection between the Rough
Creek Graben and the Reelfoot Rift [e.g., Braile et al., 1982a, 1986, 1982b; Hickman, 2011; Hildenbrand and
Hendricks, 1995; Liang and Langston, 2009]. The Reelfoot Rift is firmly established as a product of the latest
Precambrian rifting event associated with the breakup of the supercontinent Rodinia [Whitmeyer and
Karlstrom, 2007]. In the region of the Reelfoot Rift,Mooney et al. [1983] and Nelson and Zhang [1991] observed
high-velocity lower crust in seismic refraction profiles that they interpreted as a “rift pillow” created by mag-
matic differentiation during the rifting event. Liang and Langston [2009] and Chen et al. [2016] confirmed the
presence of high-velocity lower crust using tomographic techniques. The result from our study and some
other recent studies [McGlannan and Gilbert, 2016; Shen and Ritzwoller, 2016] all show a relatively thin crust
beneath the Reelfoot Rift and the Rough Creek Graben. The high-resolution result from the OIINK data
(Figures 4a and 4c) shows this clearly when seen in the regional context of Figure 4b. The size of the
Rough Creek Graben is comparable to the TA station spacing so our CUS results barely resolve this structure,
while the higher-resolution OIINK data show amajor offset in theMoho directly coincident with this structure.
An important contribution of this study is to demonstrate a direct link between thinned crust under the
Rough Creek Graben with a similar crustal thinning under the Reelfoot Rift.

Braile et al. [1982a, 1982b, 1986] introduced the concept of a three-arm rift structure linked to the Reelfoot
Rift. Subsequent studies [Catchings, 1999; Pratt et al., 1989; René and Stanonis, 1995] have suggested that
the shallow structural features associated with the St. Louis and Indiana Arms of the Reelfoot Rift complex
are of much smaller scale than the well-documented rift structure associated with the Rough Creek
Graben [Kolata and Nelson, 1997; Nelson et al., 1992; Noger and Drahovzal, 2005; Wheeler, 1997]. The St.
Louis Arm, defined by Braile et al. [1982a, 1982b, 1986] as a rift extension following the strike of the
Mississippi River between Missouri and Illinois, is coincident with the large Moho offset (5–10 km) discussed
in section 5.2. Although similar velocity patterns are observed among these three arms in the lower crust and
upper mantle [Chen et al., 2016; Savage et al., 2017], our results on the spatial distribution of crustal velocity
discontinuities contradict the concept of the St. Louis and Indiana Arms. Specifically, both the localized, shal-
low Moho (Figure 4) and the confined, thin crystalline crust (Figure 6) suggest that rifting of the crust directly
impacted only the areas of the Reelfoot Rift and Rough Creek Graben. The crust is significantly thinned under
the Reelfoot Rift and Rough Creek Graben, but no such thinning is present along the areas hypothesized for
the St. Louis or Indiana Arms. The low-velocity feature in the uppermost mantle coincident with both the New
Madrid Seismic Zone and the Wabash Valley Seismic Zone inferred by Savage et al. [2017] may only indicate
their similarity in seismogenic properties associated with the presence of low velocities. It is hard to conceive
how the same process (i.e., rifting) operating in three areas would leave completely different Moho signatures
with contrasting crustal thicknesses. Hence, we conclude that the hypothesis of a three-armed extension of
the Reelfoot Rift is not supported by crustal thickness data. Our results provide direct evidence of only the
eastern extension as the Rough Creek Graben. The localized rifting event under the Reelfoot-Rough Creek
region modified only the crust and uppermost mantle in the vicinity of the rift, where the Illinois Basin sedi-
ments are the thickest.

5.4. Origin of the Midcontinent Cratonic Arches

The distribution and geometry of the cratonic arches in the region relative to the geometry of the Great
Unconformity is shown in Figure 2 and Movies S1 and S2. The term Great Unconformity is used because of
the extreme hiatus in geological record it represents for most of North America. In the region of Figure 2 that
hiatus spans more than 600 Myr, from the end of the Grenville Orogeny to the Middle Cambrian. Thinning of
the post-Ordovician sedimentary cover defines the arches themselves in comparison with adjacent basinal
areas, indicating that the arches and basins were continuing to be positive features relative to deposition
of Paleozoic sediments into the basin.

Our results show that the arches defining the outline of the Illinois Basin are coincident with areas of relatively
normal-thickness continental crust, except for the Cincinnati Arch, which is residing within the deep Moho
region (Figure 4). However, it is important to recognize that the scale of the offset along the Great
Unconformity that defines the arches (1–2 km; Figure 2) is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the
crustal thickness variations we infer here (5–10 km; Figure 6). This contrast in scales suggests strongly that
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the arches were localized by preexisting geometry and are not the cause of crustal thickness variations them-
selves. Some other process must have created the variations in crustal thickness beneath these arches and
the entire study area.

5.5. Precambrian History That Shaped the Illinois Basin

We infer that much of the anomalously thick crust we observe for themidcontinent is inherited from previous
tectonic events. What process then could have created this unusual crustal geometry? To address that ques-
tion, we first review some critical points about current understanding of the nature of continental crust.

Concepts of gross structure of the crust have been strongly shaped by seismic refraction measurements that
lump the crust into a near-surface sedimentary layer, an upper, presumably felsic, crust, and a lower, presum-
ably mafic, crust. The widely used global compilation of Crust2.0 [Bassin et al., 2000] implicitly forces this
structure into their model. However, as noted by Hacker et al. [2015], this seismically distinct layering is not
a universal feature of continental crust, and interpretation of such layers should be done with caution.
Instead, they argue that the lower part of the continental crust, in particular, could be composed of very
different lithologies in different areas and could have formed due to a range of processes. In cratons, the
lower crust could have small density contrasts with the underlyingmantle or even be gravitationally unstable
and remain in place because of the thick lithosphere of the craton [Hacker et al., 2015]. This could explain why
the observed gravity in the region (Figure S1a) has little correlation with our Moho structure map (Figure 4).
Yang [2016] used simple 2-D modeling to show that realistic lateral density variations for the lower crust and
upper mantle could be used to match gravity profiles perpendicular to Missouri-Illinois border. Future work is
needed to constrain density variations within the crust that can simultaneously explain the detailed charac-
teristics of themeasured gravity field. Nonetheless, our current understanding of the nature of the lower crust
[Hacker et al., 2015] suggests that a reasonable distribution of known rock assemblages is feasible to reconcile
both observations.

We argue that the general Moho geometry seen in Figure 4 must have been created in the Precambrian prior
to the formation of the Illinois Basin. To articulate how our results could be related to the earlier geologic
history, we jump backward to the time of formation of the crust in this region and then work our way forward
to appraise what events may have created the observed crustal geometry.

Our study area spans two terranes of Precambrian crust underlying the area (Figure 1), commonly called the
Mazatzal Province and the EGRP.Whitmeyer and Karlstrom [2007] link the Mazatzal to a terrain accretion, the
Mazatzal Orogeny, which occurred between 1.65 and 1.6 Ga (Table 1). The EGRP rocks overlie the Mazatzal in
the study area in a manner that is not well constrained because the only exposure of EGRP rocks is in the
Ozarks and in sparsely distributed boreholes elsewhere in the region. Bickford et al. [2015] provide a recent
review of what is known about the EGRP. The Nd-line across the EGRP (Figure 1) marks a boundary with
Nd age greater than 1.55 Ga to the northwest and younger to the southeast [Whitmeyer and Karlstrom,
2007], suggesting two distinct episodes of formation. The entire midcontinent was tectonically active in
the period from 1.65 to 1.35 Ga (Table 1). Hence, one hypothesis to explain the crustal structure we observe
is that geologic processes in the period of 1.65 to 1.35 Ga created this crust and/or modified it into this
geometry. For example, the metamorphic history of garnet samples collected within the Mazatzal terrane
in the southwestern United States indicates the presence of thickened crust during the Mesoproterozoic
[Aronoff et al., 2016]. Because the timing of metamorphism was outside of the period of other orogenic
episodes [Aronoff et al., 2016], this metamorphism has been attributed to compression during the “Picuris
Orogeny” around 1490Ma–1450Ma, named after the Picuris Mountains of northern NewMexico [Daniel et al.,
2013]. The presence of thickened crust resulting from compressional tectonics may similarly explain the
broad swath of thickened crust trending along the Mazatzal and the EGRP across the central and eastern
United States [Shen and Ritzwoller, 2016].

This area was likely to have been affected by a series of later events from 1.3 to 0.9 Ga associated with the
Grenville Orogeny, which culminated in the assembly of the supercontinent Rodinia [Whitmeyer and
Karlstrom, 2007].Whitmeyer and Karlstrom [2007] describe this period as a history of accretionary orogenesis
along an east and southeast facing, predominantly convergent, margin. During this episode of extended
compression, the midcontinent was also impacted by the contemporaneous rifting episode that produced
the Midcontinent Rift [Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007]. Hauser [1996] suggests that this rifting event was
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analogous to rifting seen today in the Middle East created by block rotation of the Arabian plate. Except for
the Ozarks, the Precambrian rocks of this entire area are all in the subsurface and known only by limited
borehole data and inferences from geophysical data [Marshak et al., 2017]. Hence, the details of how
Proterozoic orogenic events might have modified the crust is not well constrained. We can at best outline
processes that may have contributed to the production of thickened cratonic crust in the Illinois Basin region.

5.6. Hypotheses to Explain Crustal Thickening in the Illinois Basin

We observe anomalously thick crust in most of the central and southeastern Illinois Basin area, with strong var-
iations in thickness with respect to the broader North American Midcontinent. The region of anomalously thick
crust is bounded by the SGFZ, theOzark Dome, and the Pascola Arch to the southwest, the Sangamon Arch and
the NEMissouri Arch to the northwest, the Kankakee Arch to the northeast, and the Appalachians to the south-
east. We argue that formation of this thick crust predates and may have contributed to the formation and
development of the present Illinois Basin. Although we are yet unable to determine a single, unique model
from currently available data, we examine four hypotheses to explain the observed thick crust (Figure 8).

Hypothesis 1: the thick crust was an inherited feature of the crust when it accreted to North America (Figure 8a).

The boundary between the Mazatzal terrane and the younger terrane to the southeast (post-Mazatzal
terrane) depicted by Whitmeyer and Karlstrom [2007] aligns approximately with the northwestern limit of

Figure 8. Cartoons illustrating the proposed hypotheses to explain the observed thick crust in central and southeastern
Illinois Basin area: (a) inherited thick crust from terrane accretion (hypothesis 1), (b) thickening through underthrusting
at convergent margins (hypothesis 2), (c) thickening through shortening of the overriding plate at convergent margins
(hypothesis 2), (d) thickening due to magmatic underplating (hypothesis 3), and (e) thickening by relamination of the
lighter upper crust of the downgoing plate (hypothesis 4). These cartoons are not to scale. For each hypothesis, the left plot
shows the proposed process (scenario), while the right plot shows the resultant crustal structure as observed at present. For
simplicity, crustal layering is not shown for the Mazatzal and Granite-Rhyolite terranes, except for the subducting crust in
Figure 8e.
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the thickened crust imaged here. One explanation of this coincidence is that the younger crust was already
anomalously thick when it accreted to theMazatzal during the period of 1.55–1.35 Ga. Furthermore, the lower
crust of this accretionary terrane should have high-density materials to maintain gravitational equilibrium
and to match the present pattern of gravity anomalies, as suggested by Yang [2016]. If this is true, the thick
crust we observed in central and southeastern Illinois Basin area was inherited from the process that origin-
ally created the post-Mazatzal terrane. The Reelfoot Rift-Rough Creek Graben was formed subsequently by
rifting and localized thinning of this thickened crust in Late Precambrian to Early Cambrian time, which
may have triggered the formation of the neighboring Illinois Basin [Kolata and Nelson, 1997].

Hypothesis 2: the crust was thickened through processes of shallow underthrusting (Figure 8b) or shortening
(Figure 8c) of the crust under convergent margin tectonics.

Two processes have been suggested for large-scale thickening of crust at convergent margins: (1) thickening
resulting from an episode of shallow underthrusting (Figure 8b), as has been suggested for the Tibetan
Plateau [e.g., Zhao and Nelson, 1993], or (2) shortening and thickening of the overriding plate during conver-
gence (Figure 8c), as identified in the modern western margin of South America [e.g., Ward et al., 2013].
Surface erosion and isostatic uplift could be consequences of both of these two thickening processes
(Figures 8b and 8c), which could have occurred either during Proterozoic terrane accretion (1.55–1.35 Ga)
or during the subsequent Grenville Orogeny (1.3–1.09 Ga). Within the thickened crust, lower crustal materials
would be subjected to high-pressure conditions during continental convergence, which in turn might cause
them to be metamorphosed into eclogites (Figure 8b). The transformation to eclogite is known to be asso-
ciated with an increase in density and seismic wave velocities [Ringwood and Green, 1966]. The increased den-
sities of the eclogites in the lower crust could then cause subsidence of the surface and the formation of a
basin on the top. However, the sluggish kinetics of the eclogite phase transition often delays the formation
of eclogites, even while being subjected to P-T conditions within the eclogite stability field [Hacker, 1996].
Instead, the lower crustal material remains untransformed until the introduction of fluids or an increase in
temperature at some later time catalyzes the transformation to eclogite [Hacker, 1996]. Eclogite has an impe-
dance more similar to mantle than to crust, which would reduce the P-to-S conversion amplitudes. From our
simulation tests, the CUS amplitudes from the real data are unreliable, prevents us from comparing the over-
all amplitudes associated with the thick crust region in central and southeastern Illinois Basin with other
regions. Thus, we cannot preclude the possibility of eclogitization at the base of the crust.

Hypothesis 3: the crust was thickened by Late Precambrian magmatic underplating beneath the crust (Figure 8d).

Magmatic underplating is a process that has been suggested to explain thickening of continental crust dur-
ing rifting events [e.g., Thybo and Artemieva, 2013]. This process adds excess mass to the crust, resulting in
gravitational subsidence of the crust due to negative buoyancy (Figure 8d). The surface subsidence asso-
ciated with this process could have created accommodation space for the Illinois Basin. The most likely rift
event that could have thickened the crust in this manner is the Latest Precambrian rifting (around 550 Ma)
that created the Reelfoot Rift-Rough Creek Graben structure. This rifting seems to have produced focused
deformation that followed the maximum subsidence of the crust under the Reelfoot Rift and Rough Creek
Graben. However, we know of no documented process that could simultaneously thin the crust under narrow
tectonic zones and underplate the crust regionally by orders of magnitude larger volumes to produce the
thickened crust. An alternative source for underplating, which we see as more viable, is the voluminous mag-
matism that produced the EGRP. Given the geographic scope and the range of tectonic models proposed for
the EGRP [Bickford et al., 2015], an underplating model is certainly viable. An important inconsistency in such
amodel, however, is that the major crustal boundary along the Missouri-Illinois border we imaged here cross-
cuts the mapped extent of the EGRP.

Hypothesis 4: the thick crust was a result of crustal “relamination” under convergent conditions, possibly
associated with Proterozoic flat-slab subduction beneath the Illinois Basin (Figure 8e).

Another mechanism to thicken the crust is a set of convergent boundary processes illustrated in Hacker et al.
[2015] that they refer to as “relamination,” a corollary to the process of delamination. In this hypothesis, the
more buoyant, felsic crustal material is separated from a downgoing plate after subduction and becomes
amalgamated with the upper plate above it [Hacker et al., 2015]. This convergent process might be related
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to a Proterozoic flat-slab subduction zone, possibly associated with the Grenville Orogeny, beneath the
Illinois Basin region, as proposed by Bedle and van der Lee [2006]. The relaminated crust of the downgoing
plate, after accreting to the upper plate, would be hypothesized to then undergo eclogization and produce
subsidence due to the resulting increase in density, similar to hypothesis 3. This process may have formed an
ancestral Illinois Basin (Figure 8e). Even though our data cannot provide timing information of this relamina-
tion process, we suggest that the most likely time period of this process was during the Grenville Orogeny.
Given that the long axis of the thickened crust area we infer here (Figure 6) is approximately perpendicular
to the Grenville Front (roughly NW-SE), the Grenville Orogeny appears to be a likely candidate.

Any model for crustal evolution of the North American craton must address the unambiguous evidence for
thickened and highly variable crust in the U.S. midcontinent. We believe the four hypotheses discussed above
all offer feasible mechanisms to explain the observed thickening of the crust under the Illinois Basin. Each
hypothesis carries strengths and limitations; ultimately, resolution of these competing models will rely on
additional constraints on crustal architecture beneath the craton. Hypothesis 1 attributes the thick crust to
be an inherited feature of the accreted post-Mazatzal crust. Further investigations on detailed geometry
and evolution of this thick crust prior to its accretion to the Mazatzal terrane are needed to test its feasibility.
Underthrusting of the Mazatzal terrane beneath the post-Mazatzal terrane during continental collisions
(hypothesis 2; Figure 8b) could explain the observed deep Moho and thick crust but lacks any observation
of an eastward dipping underthrust Mazatzal crust. Alternatively, such a suture may have been modified
during subsequent evolution of the crust and is thus not observable in receiver function images. Future kine-
matic studies would be helpful in validating this process. Shortening and thickening during convergent
margin tectonics of hypothesis 2 (Figure 8c) could explain the slightly deformed crustal discontinuities,
though it is not clear how this process would have been localized in the central and southeastern Illinois
Basin instead of widely spread parallel to the compressional front. Hypothesis 3 supports the observations
in Moho geometry, crustal thickness variation, and crustal velocity structure. However, more robust gravity
modeling would be helpful to examine the feasibility of this hypothesis in matching the Bouguer gravity
to seismic structure in this area (Figure S1a). The crustal relamination process of hypothesis 4 explains the
current observations on Moho geometry, crustal thickness, and crustal velocity structure. However, we need
more evidence to test the existence of a flat-slab subduction beneath this area as well as its timing relation-
ship with the crustal thickening due to relamination in this region.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we present new results from a regional study of the lithospheric structure along a swath from
Missouri to central Kentucky crossing the Illinois Basin. We imaged the crust-mantle boundary (Moho surface)
across the southern Illinois Basin using both common conversion point stacking and plane wave migration
methods. We evaluated the imaging results through extensive simulation tests.

Our imaging results reveal surprisingly large variations in crustal thickness within this part of the Central U.S
in comparison to topographic relief of the region. The imaging also showed coincidence of features in the
crust and uppermost mantle with major structures in the study area, including the Ozark Dome, the Sparta
Shelf, the SGFZ, the Reelfoot Rift, and the Rough Creek Graben. We find an exceptionally deep Moho
(~50–62 km) throughout the center of the study area roughly centering on the southern Illinois Basin. The
region of thickened crust is bounded by the SGFZ, the Ozark Dome, and the Pascola Arch to the southwest,
the Sangamon Arch and the NE Missouri Arch to the northwest, the Kankakee Arch to the northeast, and the
Appalachians to the southeast. The crust is thickest in this area at the Sparta Shelf region, with a Moho depth
of about 55–62 km.

Our results show a profound crustal-scale boundary parallel to the Ste. Genevieve Fault Zone near the Illinois-
Missouri border, where the depth to Moho increases from around 45 km under the Ozarks to over 60 km
beneath the Sparta Shelf region. This offset is sharp and indistinguishable from a step within the resolution
of our imaging. This boundary is spatially coincident with the steepest gradient in sediment thickness in the
Illinois Basin, exceeding the offset in the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary by a factor of about 3.

We image another dramatic offset in crustal thickness that corresponds with bounding faults of the Rough
Creek Graben, which is the eastern extension of the Reelfoot Rift. We argue that the structural relation of
these two major offsets leads to two conclusions about the geologic history of this rift structure: (1) the
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Rough Creek Graben is a structural extension of the Reelfoot Rift and (2) the rifting event that produced the
Reelfoot Rift-Rough Creek Graben and subsequent subsidence that formed the Illinois Basin may have over-
printed crust that was already anomalously thick. The crustal structure from this study indicates that the SGFZ
and the Reelfoot Rift-Rough Creek Graben structure are the surface manifestations of profound crustal-scale
structural boundaries across which the crustal thickness changes dramatically.

We examine four hypotheses to explain the existence of thick crust in the Illinois Basin area: (1) an inherited
feature of the crust when it accreted to North America; (2) thickening through shallow underthrusting or
shortening of the crust under convergent margin tectonics; (3) thickening due to Late Precambrian magmatic
underplating beneath the crust; and (4) a result of crustal relamination under convergent environment, pos-
sibly associated with Proterozoic flat-slab subduction beneath the Illinois Basin.

7. Data and Resources

The USArray arrival time data set was downloaded from the EarthScope Array Network Facility (http://anf.
ucsd.edu, last accessed February 2017). Waveforms linked to these arrivals were assembled from the
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology Data Management Center. The OIINK data set is archived
under the network code XO_2011: http://www.fdsn.org/networks/detail/XO_2011/. Information about other
networks involved in this study can be found from the following resources: Cooperative New Madrid
Seismic Network (http://www.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqcnetinfo.html, last accessed February 2017) and Global
Seismographic Network (GSN) (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/monitoring/gsn, last accessed February 2017).

We used the Generic Mapping Tools (http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/, version 4.5.7, last accessed February 2017)
to produce all of the maps (except for cross sections) in this study. We used the ParaView software package
[Ayachit, 2015] in making the Movies S1 and S2. The source code of the computer program, RFeditor, used in
receiver function quality control is available from https://github.com/xtyangpsp/RFeditor (last updated
February 2017). The Bouguer gravity anomaly data for the CUS region were downloaded from http://topex.
ucsd.edu/cgi-bin/get_data.cgi (last accessed on February 2017).

Appendix A

A1. Impacts of Sediments

As is typical of most basins, the sediments of the Illinois Basin have complexity at all scales, but have a funda-
mental layering that is well captured in the basin model we used for computing statics. A more difficult
problem to handle is that of sediment reverberations, as analyzed in previous studies [e.g., Langston, 2011;
Tao et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015]. Sediment reverberations might be expected to contaminate all of these data
to some degree.

Figures S5a and S5d show that within the northern Mississippi Embayment area, where we have relatively low
data coverage (Figure S4b), the P-to-S conversions from the Moho surface are strongly contaminated by
reverberations from shallow sediments. Thus, the image we constructed in the Mississippi Embayment area
is unreliable.

In contrast, the Phanerozoic carbonate sediments that fill much of the Illinois Basin have relatively high velocities
(Table S3). This property ensures that the sedimentary reverberations in this area are minimal and impact only
the uppermost part of the image. Yang [2016] demonstrated this by running simulations of the basinmodel that
included all reverberations and processing the results as in the checkerboard tests. He found that sediment
reverberations associated with the Illinois Basin area do not have pronounced impact on the Moho signal.
This implies that theMoho surfaces from the real data (Figure 4) in our study are not as sensitive to seismic rever-
berations associated with the sedimentary layers of the Illinois Basin as they are in the Reelfoot Rift area.

A2. Reliability of Moho Depth Estimates

The>50 km deepMoho we estimate for the Sparta Shelf region and other regions in the south-central Illinois
Basin area is much deeper than some previous estimates. Catchings [1999] revealed a northward thickening
middle crust north of the SGFZ, a nearly flat Moho at the depth of 42–43 km, and an upper mantle disconti-
nuity at the depth of 60 km along a seismic profile from Memphis, Tennessee to St. Louis, Missouri. Geometry
of the Moho surface from our study has a similar, though much deeper, pattern with that of the base of the
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middle crustal layer along the S-N profile by Catchings [1999]. The lower crust above the nearly flat Moho
thins dramatically north of the SGFZ [Catchings, 1999]. It is not clear, however, why such strongly deformed
crustal structures are underlain by flat uppermost mantle layers. Okure and McBride [2006] interpreted a
38 km deep Moho and sub-Moho reflectors in the uppermost mantle between depths of 40–60 km in
southern Illinois Basin based on seismic reflection profiles, though the Moho signals are highly occasional.
We argue that the Moho signals interpreted by Okure and McBride [2006] might be from isolated crustal
scatters, while the upper mantle reflectors they observe might be more related to the Moho signals we inter-
preted from the images in this study. We argue that the interpretation of a flat Moho may oversimplify the
Moho geometry in the Illinois Basin area. In addition, our results indicate significant topography on the
Moho surface, which cannot be explained if the Moho were interpreted to be flat. McGlannan and Gilbert
[2016] provide a Moho depth map in the similar area around the Illinois Basin using CCP stacking of teleseis-
mic P wave receiver functions. While sharing some major features with our Moho map, our use of more
detailed velocity structure during the time-to-depth migration and the accounting for the effects of shallow
sediments help produce a higher-resolutionmap of Moho depths, especially in the OIINK study area. We eval-
uated the reliability of our Moho surface through intensive resolution tests. A similar Moho geometry
revealed by Swave receiver functions [Chen et al., 2017] argues that neither observation can be simply attrib-
uted to a processing artifact. A more extensive comparison of the P-to-S receiver function and S-to-P receiver
function results is beyond the scope of our paper, but merits further examination.

The Moho depth map of our study area in the Central United States given by Shen and Ritzwoller [2016] has
patterns similar with our results, though their Moho estimates are generally shallower. For instance, in the
Sparta Shelf region, they estimate that the Moho is about 46 km to 48 km deep. However, the standard devia-
tions of the Moho depth in this area from their study are estimated to be in the range of about 5 km to 6 km.
Moreover, the lateral resolution of their Moho depth result is much lower than ours, suggesting that their
result could overlook a feature of this size due to smoothing. Uncertainties of the Moho surface mainly come
from sources including (1) irregular data coverage, (2) errors in the migration velocity model, and (3) errors in
picking the surface. Although there is no quantitative uncertainty analysis in our study, the Moho recovery
test results (Text S5 and Figure S12) suggest depth recovery errors of no more than ±2 km around the
Moho surface. For the OIINK results (Figures S12c and S12f), most of the depth recovery errors are within
±1 km. We conclude that the data coverage is sufficient in our study area to conclude that all but the
shortest-wavelength features are real. From our complete suite of tests (Figure S15), there is a 2 km to
3 km depth variation using the various velocity models available for the southern Illinois Basin area
[Kennett and Engdahl, 1991; Kennett et al., 1995; Langston, 1994]. We utilized the latest velocity model avail-
able for the Central U.S. by Chen et al. [2016] and incorporated the high-resolution basin model from Ellett
and Naylor [2016] through static corrections, minimizing the uncertainties caused by migration velocities.
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